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THE FLOWER ADORNMENT SUTRA WITH COMMENTARY

COMMENTARY BY THE VENERABLE MASTER HUA 

 TRANSLATED BY THE INTERNATIONAL TRANSLATION INSTITUTE      

                                                                                        REVISED VERSION

  CHAPTER FOUR : THE COMING INTO BEING OF WORLDS 

Sutra:
Beings are vexed and defi led by affl ictions.
Their desires and aspirations are not identical.
Following their impulses, they create unthinkable karma.
Thus do the seas of lands come to exist.

 
Commentary:
Beings are vexed and defi led by affl ictions. Beings are troubled and polluted by 
affl ictions. If they had no affl ictions, they would be the same as the Buddhas. It is 
when they get caught up in ignorance and affl ictions that they become negatif, murky 
and polluted. Their desires and aspirations are not identical. Beings’ cravings are 
not all the same. The things they seek, the pleasures they pursue, are of myriad kinds.        
Following their impulses, they create unthinkable karma. Thus do the seas of lands 
come to exist. It’s incredible! Beings do whatever they feel like doing. They  follow 
their desires and create all kinds of karma, which results in all kinds of retribution. 
Seas of lands are created in just this way. All the worlds of the ten directions, oceanic 
in extent, are created by the force of karma.

Sutra:
Disciples of the Buddha! 
Some seas of lands are a treasury of adornment
Immaculate, radiant, made of jewels.
Arising from vast faith and understanding,
They are thus throughout the ten directions.

Commentary:
Universal Worthy Bodhisattva calls out, “Disciples of the Buddha! Whenever you see 
the characters fo zi , you should translate them as “disciples of the Buddha,” not 
as “sons of the Buddha.” The Buddha is someone who has transcended the world, and 
he only has disciples, not sons. Some seas of Buddhalands are a treasury of adorn-
ment / Immaculate, radiant, made of jewels. Being immaculate, they are removed 
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from defi led dharmas and thus radiant with light. They are also adorned with and made 
of myriad jewels. These adornments’ arising comes from vast faith and understand-
ing. The jeweled adornments result from developing resolute faith and understanding 
at the level of planting causes. From this cause comes the result of Buddhalands being 
adorned by the seven precious things. They are thus throughout the ten directions.  
Buddhas dwell everywhere in the ten directions to the furthest reaches of space and the 
Dharma Realm, and all the Buddhalands in which they dwell are this way.

Sutra: 
Bodhisattvas who cultivate Universal Worthy’s conduct
Roam the Dharma Realm, traveling paths as numerous as dust motes.
Within each dust mote appear limitless kçetras
As immaculate and extensive as space.

Commentary:
Bodhisattvas who cultivate Universal Worthy’s conduct/Roam the Dharma 
Realm, traveling paths as numerous as dust motes. Bodhisattvas who can cultivate             
Universal Worthy Bodhisattva’s practices are most excellent! Free and independent, they          
pervasively travel to every dust mote throughout space and the Dharma Realm. Within 
every tiny dust mote, they turn the Dharma wheel, teach and transform beings, and 
display great spiritual penetrations.

Within each dust mote appear limitless, innumerable seas of kçetras / As             
immaculate and extensive as space. Within each dust mote it is as pure, adorned, 
and as expansive as space.

Sutra:
Manifesting spiritual penetrations equal to space,
They visit all Buddhas in their bodhimaÜÉas.
Seated upon lotus daises, they display the myriad hallmarks.
The body of each one encompasses all kçetras.

Commentary:
Manifesting spiritual penetrations equal to space, / They visit all Buddhas in their 
bodhimaÜÉas. Those who practice the conduct of Universal Worthy Bodhisattva will 
be able to pervasively enter all dust motes to turn the Dharma wheel. The spiritual 
penetrations at their command are as vast as space. They can go to all the bodhimaÜÉas 
within all the dust motes, and make offerings to all Buddhas who are there teaching 
and transforming beings. Seated upon lotus daises, they display the myriad hall-
marks, / The body of each one encompasses all kçetras. Bodhisattvas seated upon the 
lotus daises of their lion thrones display the Thirty-two Hallmarks and Eighty Subtle 
Characteristics of a Buddha. 

Sutra:
In a single thought, they manifest in all three periods of time,
As all the seas of worlds come into being.
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The Buddha enters them expediently.
Vairocana Buddha adorns and purifi es them.

Commentary:
In a single thought, they manifest in all three periods of time—past, present, and 
future—as all the seas of worlds come into being. This is how they come to exist. The 
Buddha enters them expediently. / Vairocana Buddha adorns and purifi es them. 
These kçetras are brought into being and adorned by the vows of Vairocana Buddha.

Sutra:
At that time, Universal Worthy Bodhisattva further told the great assembly, “Disciples 
of the Buddha! The circumstances upon which the existence of the seas of worlds 
is based are as numerous as dust motes in the seas of worlds. 

Commentary:
At that time, Universal Worthy Bodhisattva further told the great assembly,           
“Disciples of the Buddha! The circumstances upon which the existence of the seas 
of worlds is based are as numerous as dust motes in the seas of worlds. 

Sutra:
Perhaps their existence is based upon all adornments; perhaps their existence it based 
upon space; perhaps their existence is based upon the light of all gems; perhaps their 
existence is based upon the light of all Buddhas; perhaps their existence is based 
upon jewel-hued rays of light; perhaps their existence is based upon all Buddhas’ 
voices; perhaps their existence is based upon the vajra hand of a powerful asura 
born from illusory karma; perhaps their existence is based upon the bodies of all 
world rulers; perhaps their existence is based upon the bodies of all Bodhisattvas; 
or perhaps their existence is based upon the different seas of adornments produced 
by Universal Worthy Bodhisattva’s vows.

“Disciples of the Buddha! Such are the circumstances, numerous as dust motes 
in the seas of worlds, upon which the existence of the seas of worlds is based.”

Commentary:
For example, perhaps their existence is based upon all adornments; perhaps  their 
existence is based upon space. These are inconceivable states. Perhaps there are worlds 
such that their existence is based upon the light of all gems; perhaps their existence 
is based upon the light of all Buddhas; perhaps their existence is based upon jew-
eled-hued rays of light; perhaps their existence is based upon all Buddhas’ voices 
proclaiming the Dharma; perhaps their existence is based upon the vajra hand of a 
powerful asura born from illusory karma. There may be seas of worlds that rely on 
illusory karma—the karma of playfully roaming with spiritual penetrations. It is just 
like putting on a play. Although it is like putting on a play, they are still in samadhi.            
Everything they say and do is for the sake of teaching and transforming living beings 
and yet, they are not attached.

Perhaps their existence is based upon the bodies of all world rulers,                            
Buddhas; perhaps their existence is based upon the bodies of all Bodhisattvas. World 
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rulers refer to Buddhas; Bodhisattvas are the Buddhas’ disciples. 
Or perhaps their existence is based upon the different seas 
of adornments produced by Universal Worthy Bodhisattva’s 
vows. Disciples of the Buddha! Such are the circumstances, 
numerous as dust motes in the seas of worlds, upon which 
the existence of the seas of worlds is based.” The seas of worlds 
exist under as many kinds of circumstances as there are motes of 
dust within all those seas of worlds.

Sutra:
At that time Universal Worthy Bodhisattva, wishing to restate 
his  meaning, received the awesome spiritual power of the   
Buddha, contemplated the ten directions, and spoke verses.

Commentary:
At that time Universal Worthy Bodhisattva, wishing to restate 
his meaning spoken of in the preceding prose section, received 
the aid of the awesome spiritual power of the Buddha, contem-
plated the beings of the ten directions to see whose potentials 
were mature and for whom the teaching would be timely, and 
spoke verses.  

The states of the Flower Adornment Sutra are all inconceivable. 
All that is discussed in the prose and the verses are inconceivable. 
If you use cognitive thinking to try to understand them, you will 
never reach the true meaning. Ordinary people think, “How can 
it be that within a tiny dust mote, the states of all the lands of the 
ten directions and the three periods of time can be contained? 
The regions of the ten directions to the ends of empty space 
and the Dharma Realm are so very great, and a dust mote is so 
very small, and yet all these worlds are contained within the tiny 
particle. How can something so little contain so very many very 
huge things?” Ordinary people fi nd it hard to believe, but these 
states are absolutely true. You might think, “Well, if that’s so, why 
I haven’t I seen them?” It’s because you use your ordinary fl esh eyes 
to look at things. You haven’t opened your fi ve eyes and haven’t 
obtained the six spiritual penetrations, and so you are unable to 
perceive these states. One must use the Buddha eye, the Dharma 
eye, the wisdom eye, the heavenly eye, and the fl esh eye to observe 
the states of the Flower Adornment Sutra. They are miraculous 
and inconceivable.

To be continued


